HATCO® CORPORATION NEWS RELEASE

Hatco Sneeze Guards Offer Stylized Protection

(Milwaukee, WI) – Enhance and protect food products simultaneously with Sneeze Guards from Hatco® Corporation.

The Sneeze Guards, ideal for buffet lines and serving stations, guarantee resilient functionality in a stylish design, allowing you to safeguard your food but still display it clearly to hungry customers.

Available as Portable, Counter Post or Enclosed, the Sneeze Guards feature easy-to-clean brushed aluminum posts with a clear finish and radius cornered, tempered safety glass with penciled edges for a polished look in your foodservice operation. The SGPT and SGCP models have the ability to change the glass angle (360° adjustment) to fit with foodservice equipment. The Sneeze Guards also provide the requirements needed to meet NSF guidelines.

For additional information on Hatco Sneeze Guards and other products, contact your Hatco sales representative or visit the Hatco website at http://www.hatcocorp.com.

###

Hatco Corporation is a Milwaukee Wisconsin-based, employee-owned company with a history of 65 years of excellence in the quality design, production and servicing of holding and warming equipment. In 2009, Hatco introduced its Refrigerated Drop-In Wells, bringing the same Hatco quality and excellence to the cooling side of its foodservice product line. Today, Hatco now has the versatile and innovative Drop-In Hot/Cold Wells and Hot/Cold Built-In Shelves, incorporating the legendary Hatco quality of warming and cooling into one unit.
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